YOUR PARTNER
IN

Europe

Incoming Tour Operator / DMC

Tour Praguenses is a DMC & Incoming tour operator with its seat in the
heart of the old continent, the city of Prague.
With its wide range of tourist services from all around Europe, Tour
Praguenses creates great opportunities for its customers to make every
moment special.

Tour Praguenses
www.tour-pragenses.com
+420 777 079 997
info@tour-pragenses.com
CZECH REPUBLIC

Travel...
...with us
Tour Praguenses is a DMC & Incoming tour operator with
its seat in the heart of the old continent, the city of Prague.
With its wide range of tourist services from all around
Europe, Tour Praguenses creates great opportunities for its
customers to make every moment special.
The company was founded in 2008 and always focuses
on offering the best ratio between the quality and price of
its services.
Tour Praguenses guarantees high quality services and
professionalism supported by a great infrastructure in
order to meet the highest demands of tourists visiting
Europe throughout the year.

DMC & Incoming tour operator
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Tailor made tours

TOURS

TOURS

We specialize in bespoke tailor-made
programs for groups and individuals all
over Europe. The programs are designed
on the basis of the personal knowledge
and experience of our tour destination
managers.
We have great experience with special
programs for pilgrimages and religious
tours, tours for sport teams, romantic
holidays, family fun trips, adventure trips,
or other leisure activities and programs.

Tours across whole Europe

We can tailor a tour to suit any budget.
Share your vision with us.

Tour packages
Our team offers you great deals on Europe
tour packages to the finest regions, including
Prague, Budapest, Vienna, Berlin, Krakow
and many more with daily departures.
Our European Tour packages allow you
to create precious memories of attractions
throughout Europe, without the stress of
planning and at an affordable price.
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Charter Bus Service
Since its establishment in 2008,
Tour Praguenses has provided
top tour transportation services
for European Tours.
Our bus fleet disposes 74
luxury buses suitable especially
for European tours, as well for
the local services and shuttles.

Anytime & Anywhere

FINLAND

SWEDEN
NORWAY

RUSSIA
ESTONIA
LATVIA
LITHUANIA

denmark
IRELAND

BELARUS

UK

The buses are equipped with
air conditioning, LCD monitors,
microphones, toilets and of
course with top modern safety
systems: EPS, ABS, ASR and of
course seat belts on all seats.

POLAND

NETHERLANDS
BELGIUM

FRANCE

GERMANY

UKRAINE

CZECH REP.
SLOVAKIA

MOLDOVA

AUSTRIA HUNGARY
SWITZERLAND
SLOVENIA
CROATIA

SPAIN

ROMANIA

SERBIA

BOSNIA AND
HERZEGOVINA

BULGARIA

MONTE
NEGRO

PORTUGAL
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TRANSPORTATATION

Transportation

MACEDONIA
ALBANIA

ITALY

TURKEY

GREECE
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tourist services

tourist services

Accommodation in Europe
We offer special prices for accommodation based
on our long-term cooperation with our partner
hotels. Our portfolio ranges from 3* to 5* star
accommodation, from small boutique design hotels
to large business and luxury hotels in Europe.

Cultural and sport programs
Tickets - theaters, concerts, exhibitions and other
cultural and sports events. Sightseeing tours - half
day or full day trips with our professional guides in
your selected language

Transport in Europe

Wide range of services

By plane (chartered flights for groups or private
Jet for individuals, regular flights) , bus, train, or by
private vans and cars. Transport for special events
- by historical trams, boats, vintage coaches, luxury
limousine, horse-drawn carriages …

Guide services
Professional licensed guides available in more than
20 languages.

The most popular tours
and excursions
Concert of Mozart and Strauss
in Vienna, Spanish riding school
in Vienna, Schönbrunn Palace in
Vienna
Boat trips in Budapest, Prague or in
Berlin and Paris
Visits of beer factories, Glass
factories and cheese productions
in Czech Republic, Germany and
Nederland, Perfumes factories in
France
Visits of wine cellars in several
European
regions
with
complimentary wine tasting.
BMW factory and museum,
Mercedes museum, Škoda factory
in Germany and Czech Republic
Medieval Salt mine Wieliczka in
Poland and Salt mine in Salzburg,
Hallstatt, Hallein in Austria
Alps Mountain tourism in Germany,
Austria, Italy and Switzerland during
the summer and winter period
The UNESCO World Heritage List
Sites in whole Europe
Sanctuaries and Pilgrimage Sites
in Italy, Spain, Portugal, Poland
and other European countries with
reservation of the mass for religious
tours
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Dedicated to performance
Our incentives and team building programs are tailored according to the
specific demands of each group with the goal of combining a high level of
performance and entertainment together.

INCENTIVe tours

INCENTIVe tourS

Everything is possible!
The only limitation is your imagination:
groups can experience a gala event
at a castle or famous concert halls,
a medieval dinner, a show in an old
factory production hall, a Celtic feast
or experience an evening as the emperor Charles IV. These programs can
be combined with the popular Beer
hunt or the exceptional program on
the ex-soviet Military Base.
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Young at heart tours

“ARE YOU READY?”
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CASUAL
ADVENTURE

ACTIVE
ADVENTURE

WILD
ADVENTURE

Unordinary
Journey
throughout top cities of
Europe. Trip from city to
city, event to event. Sightseeing, music events, galleries, beer events, history, beaches, museums,
aqua parks, luna parks
and many more.

This type of an adventure
is for those who seeks
combination of exploring
cities and nature, with
adrenaline events on the
road like Canyoning,
Rafting, Surfing, Bungee
Jumping and every other.

This is new type of Journey we bring to those
who want spice their adventures with something
extraordinary. This is type
of back-pack Journey focused mainly on exploring wild nature.

ADVENTURE TRIPS

ADVENTURE TRIPS
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